Immediate Opportunity:
Junior Software Programmer (Montebello) -- We offer a competitive salary (DOQ) and a great package of benefits, including 401k with company match.

Contact: gregpilon@socalsafe.com

The successful applicant will be required to perform duties with minimal supervision. Applicant must demonstrate ability to complete jobs from start to finish, working with our cash automation equipment and working with developing new systems to support our products.

This job is a full-time with flexible scheduling position as a Junior Software Developer. We have a web solution written in a MEAN stack (MSSQL, Express, Angular, Node), as well as a C# Windows services. It is necessary for the candidate to be comfortable working within both our MEAN stack and in C# desktop applications. There is also a good deal of work with SQL Server in both these software solutions. To be considered, you must include your resume, a sample of your work, and somewhere in the body or subject of your email the answer to the following question: what is negative fifteen modulus six (-15 % 6) in C#? If this answer is not included, your application will not be considered.

This position entails:
Development of new software systems for some of our products

The ability to manage, maintain, troubleshoot and support our equipment, software and services

The ability to learn quickly and adapt to changing requirements

Who We Are:
SoCal Safe Company has been providing the nation with the highest quality safes and security equipment since it opened in 1915. We provide safes and cash automation equipment throughout the United States, as well as internationally and we are continually developing cutting edge new products for our customers. Our company has continuously met its goal of delivering premium customer service with 100% customer satisfaction.